
WEDDING CINEMA PACKAGES - SOUTH FLORIDA 
General packages and prices
Video delivery is approximately 3 months* 
NOTE: Prices are subject to change, but locked in at the time of booking

1. PREMIUM EDITED WEDDING DAY: $3,500
What you get:   Wedding Trailer Video  •  Main Feature Video  •  Unedited Speeches Video 
A shoot that captures your wedding day story in a creative montage style that showcases the key moments of 
the day using 3-5 engaging camera angles during the ceremony and reception, including dramatic aerial 
footage**. Filming begins with the bride and groom's dressing, continues with the ceremony, and concludes after 
the reception. The ceremony is edited concisely with short snippets of readings and sermon. The reception is 
also edited to include short segments of speeches and other memorable moments. The full un-edited speeches 
will be available as a separate video. The average edited running time of the video varies at around 20 minutes. 
The High Definition video is delivered by a private online gallery where you can watch directly online on any 
device, and also download to your computer. 

WEDDING TRAILER VIDEO (INCLUDED)
A video that summarizes the entire wedding day dynamically and beautifully with an average running time of 2-3 
minutes. Perfect for online sharing with friends. (Similar to sample videos on my website) 

2. WEDDING TRAILER PLUS: $2,700
What you get:   Wedding Trailer Video  •. Full Ceremony Video  •. Unedited Speeches Video 
Highlights of your entire day, from getting ready to reception, are edited into a beautiful and concise Wedding 
Trailer. Additionally, your full ceremony and reception toasts captured with multiple camera angles,  

3. CEREMONY AND RECEPTION SPEECHES ONLY: $1,800
What you get:   Minimally abridged Ceremony Video  •  Unedited Speeches Video 
The Wedding Ceremony filmed in it’s entirety from start to finish using 3-4 camera angles. Speeches from the 
reception are filmed with 3 camera angles to show your reactions to toasts as well as your guests.  

ADDITIONAL SERVICES (OPTIONAL ADD-ONS) 
LOVE STORY MINI VIDEO: $400
A concise video that allows you both to tell the story of how your relationship grew from each other's point of view in 
separate interviews, including loving scenes of you both interacting. 

REHEARSAL DINNER COVERAGE: $400
A perfect prelude to your wedding video with a selection of scenes from your rehearsal dinner. Maximum 3 hours 
of coverage includes shots of the location, guests enjoying themselves and toasts. 

RUSH DELIVERY (WEDDING TRAILER): $600
If the excitement is too great and you can’t wait for the standard delivery timeframe of up to 3 months, you can have 
your Wedding Trailer completed and delivered within 3 days after your wedding. 

RUSH DELIVERY (COMPLETE PACKAGE): $900
If you’d like all of your Wedding Day videos as soon as possible, Your Wedding Trailer will be delivered within 3 
days after the wedding, followed by Main Feature and Speeches videos 7 days later.

Prices are in USA currency. After confirming a package, a contract will be emailed to the client and it must be returned along with a 
non-refundable booking retainer of 25% to secure your wedding date from other clients. 

*Videos to be edited are placed into a queue for standard delivery and are completed in that order. The exact delivery time varies 
depending on the number and complexity of preexisting projects. 

**Provided that weather permits (no rain or wind gusts above 19mph) and if the location does not prohibit drone usage.
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